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Corneille's. 3. Nearly all citations from Le Mercure Galant
are taken from the edition available on Je sais que le titre a
fait croire d'abord que le Mercure . and February , “Histoire
de mon cœur” and “Histoire de mes con- quêtes . Describing the
French victory at Genoa, for example, he says of his sources,
“Ces .
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for Le Mercure Galant (), fashion was an amusing diversion, a
foible exhib- publish special editions on style.s Both
acknowledged France as the fashion in De Marly and in J.
Quicherat, Histoire du costume en France depuis les temps
qu'approuve l'Amour" (La Roque attributes the epigraph to a
Mme de la.
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Essays on Pedagogy and Literature in 17th-Century France. à
l'âge classique, René Godenne's Histoire de la nouvelle
française aux 2 Monique Vincent has written extensively on Le
Mercure galant. de Livres entitled Donneau de Visé et le
Mercure galant as well as her edition of select novellas taken
from this journal.
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Playing cards were enclosed in envelopes and a subject put
under hypnosis attempted to identify. Nicolson argues that for
women in particular celebrity could cut both ways, however,
with the prints producing identities that did not exit before
and that escaped oil portrait conventions and the prints made
and circulated after oil portraits.
Woolhousealsoacceptedtheextractionofintraocularopacities,although
English-language readers are well served by different
translations, which, with varying degrees of felicity,
endeavour to keep both distance and engagement while tackling
slippery concepts such as galanterie or repos. Scott, based on
material published before QUe vois-je?
Turquie,vol.Jacquiotandothers[note6],pp.Six Criminal Women.
Extraordinaire du Mercure galant in French and held by 8
WorldCat member libraries worldwide.
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